Xavier, P. K., et al. (2015), Vertical structure and physical processes of the Madden-Julian Oscillation: Biases and uncertainties at short range, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 120, 4749-4763, doi:10.1002 Abstract An analysis of diabatic heating and moistening processes from 12 to 36 h lead time forecasts from 12 Global Circulation Models are presented as part of the "Vertical structure and physical processes of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)" project. A lead time of 12-36 h is chosen to constrain the large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics to be close to observations while avoiding being too close to the initial spin-up of the models as they adjust to being driven from the Years of Tropical Convection (YOTC) analysis. A comparison of the vertical velocity and rainfall with the observations and YOTC analysis suggests that the phases of convection associated with the MJO are constrained in most models at this lead time although the rainfall in the suppressed phase is typically overestimated. Although the large-scale dynamics is reasonably constrained, moistening and heating profiles have large intermodel spread. In particular, there are large spreads in convective heating and moistening at midlevels during the transition to active convection. Radiative heating and cloud parameters have the largest relative spread across models at upper levels during the active phase. A detailed analysis of time step behavior shows that some models show strong intermittency in rainfall and differences in the precipitation and dynamics relationship between models. The wealth of model outputs archived during this project is a very valuable resource for model developers beyond the study of the MJO. In addition, the findings of this study can inform the design of process model experiments, and inform the priorities for field experiments and future observing systems.
Introduction
The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), being the dominant component of the tropical subseasonal variability spectrum [Madden and Julian, 1971] influences the global climate and weather systems (see reviews by Lau and Waliser [2011] and Zhang [2005] ). It also represents the major source of predictability at subseasonal time scales. Despite its critical importance in the global climate system, the fundamental physics of the MJO remains elusive. The roles of various diabatic heating processes for the MJO have been suggested based on general circulation model (GCM) studies, including shallow convective heating [e.g., Benedict and Randall, 2009; Li et al., 2009] , stratiform heating [e.g., Fu and Wang, 2009; Seo and Wang, 2010] , and radiative heating and cloud-radiative interactions [Lee et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2011; Chikira, 2014] . A transition in the vertical heating structure during MJO evolution, namely, from shallow, to deep, and then to stratiform, was reported based on observations from Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA-COARE) Webster and Lukas [1992] ; Lin et al. [2004] ; Kiladis et al. [2005] . From recent reanalysis data sets, a transition from a shallow to deep heating structure during the MJO evolution is also clearly evident over both the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean and western Pacific [e.g., Jiang et al., 2011; Ling and Zhang, 2011; Zhang et al., 2010] . The critical roles of diabatic heating associated with vertically tilted propagating mesoscale
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systems and synoptic scale waves associated with the MJO, for example, through upscale convective momentum transport and multicloud effects were discussed in Moncrieff [2004] ; Majda and Stechmann [2009] ; Khouider et al. [2011] ; Miyakawa et al. [2012] .
The ability of current generation GCMs to simulate and predict the MJO is strongly influenced by the performance of their physical parametrization schemes and therefore MJO is often seen as a useful test bed for their evaluation. Motivated by this, the "Vertical structure and physical processes of the MJO" Global-Model Evaluation Project has been organized and supported by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)/The World Weather Research Programme (WWRP) The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment (THOR-PEX) and the Years of Tropical Convection (YoTC) Moncrieff et al., 2012] MJO Task Force (at the time of this study, the MJO Task Force was under the collective auspices of the WCRP-WWRP/THORPEX and the YoTC. It is currently under the auspices of the Working Group on Numerical Experimentation-WGNE) and the Global Atmospheric Systems Studies (GASS) panel of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) [Petch et al., 2011] . The project aims to improve understanding of the role that convection, cloud, radiative, and dynamic processes play in the development and evolution of the MJO in order to achieve better fidelity in our global prediction models.
There are three components to this multimodel intercomparison project which are described in Petch et al. [2011] . More information on the project and links to data access are available on the project website (https:// earthsystemcog.org/projects/gass-yotc-mip/). This paper describes results from the short-term hindcasts (referred to as component 2 in Petch et al. [2011] ). It focuses on providing highly detailed and comprehensive (e.g., every model grid point and time step) diagnostics related to the diabatic heating and moistening processes from a series of 48 h hindcasts during two MJO events within the YoTC period. These are the successive MJO events during boreal winter 2009-2010 (i.e., YoTC events E and . The 20 year climate simulations (component 1; see the companion paper Jiang et al. [2015] ) provide a characterization of the models' intrinsic capabilities at representing MJO variability. Component 3 (see the companion paper Klingaman et al. [2015a] ) links the models' MJO performance to their simulated diabatic processes and the results of the three components are summarized in Klingaman et al. [2015b] . This experimental framework is designed in such a way that it attempts to take advantage of the known links between biases seen in short-range forecasts through to the long-term climate simulations [Boyle et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2010] .
The role of convective parametrizations in the simulation of tropical convection have been previously studied under the GASS framework [Phillips et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2012] . For example, simulation of suppressed and transition phases of convection were studied by Woolnough et al. [2010] . They examine the role of convective processes in moistening the atmosphere during suppressed and transition phases of MJO using cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulations and single-column models (SCMs). The framework in which climate models are initialized from identical global analysis data for short-range weather forecasts has been previously used by GASS for the evaluation of convective parametrization [e.g., Petch et al., 2007; Willett et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2013] and cloud properties [Lin et al., 2012] and for the diagnosis of initial climate model errors (Transpose-AMIP) [Williams et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2014] . This study involves a similar approach, but with a greater focus on the vertical structure during different phases of the MJO using a large number of GCMs.
This paper provides an overview of the experimental framework of the short-range component of the MJO diabatic process model intercomparison project. The results of this intercomparison aims to provide a benchmark for centers involved in model development to work on their models' various parametrization schemes. The project has archived large amounts of data from this experiment, and we expect several more specific studies from those involved in the project and the model development community at large. Section 2 describes experimental design. Section 3 describes the growth of model biases over the first 48 h of the forecast, and section 4 shows heating and moistening tendencies from the parametrizations in the models involved. Section 5 highlights some features associated with the physical processes on the model time step, and a summary is provided in section 6. [Klingaman et al., 2015a; Jiang et al., 2015] , model data at native horizontal and vertical grid are archived in order to identify grid-scale features in model behavior.
Experiment Design
CanCM4 (Table 1) is the only atmosphere-ocean coupled model that participated in these short hindcasts. It uses the Canadian Atmospheric Model, [CanAM4; von Salzen et al., 2013] ) and the Canadian Ocean Model [CanOM4; Arora et al., 2011] . Due to the coupled nature of this model, in order to maintain atmospheric ocean balance at the early stages of the forecasts, it uses initial conditions from analyses produced by assimilating 6-hourly ECMWF-Interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) [Dee et al., 2011] atmospheric temperature, horizontal winds and specific humidity into CanAM4. Since this procedure is different from other models initialization some of the initial model error calculations may not be consistent. This must be acknowledged in interpreting some of the biases of CanCM4 presented in the study. PNNL-WRF [Shamarock et al., 2008] , is a regional tropical channel model with midlatitude boundaries forced with ERA-Interim reanalysis run at 0.25
• × 0.25
• resolution. Only a limited set of variables from this model are included in this study. SPCAM3 implements a two-dimensional cloud resolving model (the System for Atmospheric Modelling SAM, [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001] ) inside a relatively coarser T42 (2.8
• domain is chosen as the focus of our analysis (75
• N for case E and 95
for case F). This is chosen to be large enough to include information from the lower resolution models (Table 1 ) (e.g., SPCAM3 and CanCM4) and capture the evolution of the MJO while small enough to isolate the convectively active and suppressed regions. The longitudinal extent of these boxes are marked in Figure 1 . Model vertical profiles are converted to a common pressure coordinate determined by the average pressure variations during each forecast at model levels. All temporal means used in this analysis are derived from the time step data. Model precipitation is compared with the TRMM 3B42 3-hourly rainfall data [Kummerow et al., 2000] . Temperature, humidity, and winds are taken from the ERA YoTC analysis for evaluation of model biases. Other variables such as cloud properties, mass flux, heat, and moisture tendencies are obtained from the short (3-24 h) forecasts using the ECMWF model used to generate the analysis. These variables are linked to somewhat better constrained dynamics than the models used for the experiments but are still strongly a function of the parametrizations in the ECMWF model. They are thus treated as an additional piece of information rather than the truth. Quality controlled model outputs from all three experiments are archived at Earth System Grid (https://earthsystemcog. org/projects/gass-yotc-mip/) and are available for download. All data analysis and visualization in this study are done using NCAR Command Language [2014] . All models (other than CanCM4) are initialized using the ERA YoTC analysis. It is expected that the large-scale dynamics of the model within the first 48 h is constrained by the analysis-which remains our best estimate of the state of the real atmosphere. It is important to acknowledge that the ERA YoTC analysis is influenced by the underpinning ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) model used to generate it, and this may provide an initial shock to the models compared to being initialized by their own analysis (where available). Figure 2 shows the evolution of precipitation at every time step averaged over 75
Short-Term Model Biases and Spread
• -80
• N as a function of forecast lead time for all the 22 forecasts for MJO case E. The corresponding rainfall verification from TRMM is also shown as the black line. The model spread appears to be larger than the diurnal variability from the TRMM data associated with this period and domain. MetUM-GA3 shows spikes in the initial few time steps but is well adjusted in about 10 h into the forecasts. IFS and ECEarth3 are newer versions of the ECMWF model used to generate the YoTC analysis. Therefore, these models also take a few hours to spin-up. Models such as MRI-AGCM3 and CAM5 start with little or no rain and require time for spinning up to produce a stable mean state. This figure suggest that 12-36 h is also a good forecast period to avoid spin-up issues while remaining as close to analysis as possible for all models. This finding is consistent with the TOGA-COARE modeling study using a similar methodology [Willett et al., 2008] .
A time series of 12-36 h accumulated precipitation is constructed over the 5
• × 5 • boxes mentioned above for the two MJO cases from TRMM and models. Figure 3 shows the time series of precipitation and highlights the different phases of convection. The dates corresponding to these phases are marked as shading in Figures 3a and 3b. In this study these phases are referred to as "suppressed, " "transition, " and "convective" phases. Most models show good skill in capturing the general transition from a suppressed to convective phase. However, there are large differences in the precipitation amounts between models when compared to TRMM observations. It is worth acknowledging that TRMM has difficulties measuring rain from shallow convective clouds and there is a possibility of underestimation of low rainfall (∼10 mm d −1 ) values [Chen et al., 2013] . Compared to TRMM, all models produce more rain in the suppressed phase, which is a known problem in GCMs [e.g., Stephens et al., 2010; Xavier, 2012] . SPCAM3 and MIROC5 are consistently wetter by about 50-60% during the convective phase for both MJO cases. Compared to case E, the observed rainfall transition in case F is more gradual with significant amount of rain in the transition phase and models represent this transition better (Figure 3b ).
Evolution of Large-Scale Dynamics
The evolution of large-scale dynamics in the forecasts are analyzed for the three phases described in Figure 3 . The multimodel mean and standard deviation of zonal winds (u) during the different convective phases are shown in Figure 4 for three 24 h lead time windows. The zonal winds in the models are reasonably close to the analysis (Figure 4), and with little intermodel spread at short lead times when the feedback from convection remains relatively weak. A similar plot for large-scale pressure vertical velocity ( ) is shown in Figure 5 . The models are close to each other, both in suppressed and transition phases, within the first 48 h. In the first 24 h the multimodel mean lies close to the YoTC analysis even though there are intermodel differences, especially during the convective phase. The variations of at longer forecast lead time (days 5, 7, and 12) are obtained from the component 3 of the experiments [Klingaman et al., 2015a] , and are shown in Figures 5d-5f . Here the three phases defined in Figure 3 are used as target periods at these lead times. The spread is larger in the convective phase at day 5 and the multimodel mean starts to drift from the analysis. By days 7 and 12, model spread grows much larger and the phases become indistinguishable meaning there is little correspondence of the models with the corresponding analysis at longer leads (e.g., Figure 5e ). For MJO case E, a convective phase emerges about 10 days after a suppressed phase (Figure 3a) . Models when initialized from a suppressed phase often fail to generate convective signals beyond short lead times. Several MJO forecast skill studies [Waliser et al., 2003; Goswami and Xavier, 2003] show that models have better skills when initialized from a convective state than from a suppressed phase. Figure 5 also demonstrates that the initialization from the analysis provides reasonable constraint on the large-scale dynamics within the first 2 days of the forecasts and hence justifies the use of 12-36 h as a useful time window to study the evolution of model errors that are due to physical parametrizations.
Temperature and Humidity Biases
Temperature and humidity in the models vary due to numerous interactions between processes such as radiation, convection, boundary layer(BL), and precipitation with the large-scale environment. It has been shown that some key tropical biases affect model performance at times scales ranging from a few days to several decades [Boyle et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2010] . Figure 6 shows the mean temperature (T), specific humidity (q), and relative humidity (RH) biases at the 12-36 h time window with respect to corresponding YoTC analysis. All forecasts of the two MJO cases are combined to construct the biases here. The multimodel mean bias is shown as thick black line. There is a general tendency for models to have a warm bias in the lowest 100 hPa but little or no systematic bias above that up to 500 hPa. Above 500 hPa (which is roughly the freezing level), there is a mean cold bias with strong contributions from MetUM-GA3 and GISS-E2. Vertical profiles of q show mean wet bias near the surface related to the warmer BL, and a mean dry bias (with large intermodel differences) at midlevels (refers to 800-600 hPa here), with MIROC5 model having relatively larger dry bias at 12-36 h near 800 hPa (Figure 6b) . The combined effects of T and q are reflected in the RH biases (Figure 6c ) with most models having smaller RH at lower and midlevels compared to the ERA YoTC analysis and generally higher RH at upper levels with larger intermodel difference, likely due to the cold biases at upper levels ( Figure 6a ). These RH biases are consistent with the behavior of CMIP3 and CMIP5 models for much larger regions diagnosed using composite profiles of RH based on precipitation intensity [e.g., Thayer-Calder and Randall, 2009; Xavier, 2012; Kim et al., 2014] . The near-surface warm bias, the upper troposphere cold bias and the humidity biases do not show much dependency on the phase of convection (not shown). The vertically integrated temperature and humidity biases are reasonably small compared to those in long-term climate simulations [John and Soden, 2007] .
Many of the MJO theories suggest a direct relationship between precipitation and total column moisture [e.g., Raymond, 2000] that is supported by observations [Bretherton et al., 2004; Kikuchi and Takayabu, 2004; ThayerCalder and Randall, 2009] . Recent studies show that increased moisture sensitivity to convection often results in improved MJO simulations [Hirons et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014] . These studies suggest that tropospheric moisture control on convection is critical for simulating the interaction between the convective heating and the large-scale wave forcing associated with the MJO. The observed development of MJO convection follows from an accumulation of moisture in the BL due to frictional convergence or modest evaporative fluxes. This promotes shallow cumuli and cumulus congestus which warms and moistens the lower troposphere to midtroposphere [e.g., Bladé and Hartmann, 1993; Hu and Randall, 1994; Benedict and Randall, 2007] . This moist region helps maintain buoyancy for ascending air parcels and feeds back for further convection development [Grabowski, 2003] . The heating and moistening processes during the MJO phase transition are examined in the next section. 
Diabatic Processes During MJO Phases
In this section we focus on the tendencies of the parametrization schemes at 12-36 h when the dynamics is reasonably well constrained. All models provide profiles of tendencies of temperature (dT/dt) and moisture (dq/dt) from the different parametrization schemes such as convection, BL, microphysics, diffusion, radiation (for dT∕dt) etc. at every time step. For each model the number of terms contributing to the total budget varies but they are grouped into the above categories. Figure 7 shows the budget of dT∕dt and dq∕dt due to convection scheme (dq∕dt conv ), dynamics (dq∕dt dyn ) and BL, microphysics, and diffusive terms combined (dq∕dt BMD ). The multimodel means are plotted as solid lines with the intermodel range as whiskers. The tendencies from ERA YoTC forecasts are also given as dotted lines. Individual model behaviors are not discussed here because it would become too complex for an overview paper. However, we would expect individual centers to look into the details of their models using general findings as a baseline.
During the suppressed phase, moistening in the BL (dq∕dt BMD , Figure 7a , orange lines) is nearly compensated by the removal of moisture at low levels by convection (dq∕dt conv , Figure 7a , blue lines), but both these processes show large spread among models. The enhancement of boundary layer moisture is important for MJO development [Hsu and Li, 2012] . ERA YoTC data show a bimodal vertical structure of moisture tendencies due to convection with peaks in the boundary layer (due to shallow convection) and at midlevels. This vertical structure is different in models across all MJO phases and does not agree with the YoTC forecasts.
The contribution of microphysics terms and diffusion are nearly zero in the BL and hence the dq∕dt BMD (orange lines) represent tendencies predominantly due to BL schemes only at low levels. Likewise, at middle and upper levels the contribution to this term is due to condensation, freezing, evaporation of rain, and melting of ice. These increased convective (drying) tendencies in the BL (Figure 7a ) may be linked to the warmer surface temperature bias promoting increased shallow convection in most models (Figure 6a ). The heating structure, despite large intermodel spread, shows weaker (compared to other phases) heating due to convection up to midlevels (Figure 7d , blue lines). At upper levels total radiative cooling (Figure 7d, red lines) are important.
During the transition phase, the dominant balance is between moistening due to dynamical lifting (Figure 7b , green lines) and convective drying (Figure 7b, blue lines) . Compared to the suppressed phase, there is increased moistening (Figure 7b ) due to evaporation and moisture convergence in the BL with convective drying balancing this moistening. While acknowledging the influence of IFS physics on the YoTC analysis, we note that no model matches the midlevel convective tendencies and the related dynamics tendencies. Below the freezing level (around 600 hPa) convective heating (blue line) is nearly balanced by the adiabatic cooling due to vertical motion (green line) as well as the microphysical processes (orange line) including evaporation of large scale precipitation (Figures 7d-7f ). Contribution from microphysical processes are larger in the transition phase compared to the suppressed (Figures 7d  and 7e ). At the upper levels during the convective phase (Figure 7f ) , the large-scale cooling due to vertical ascent (green lines) is nearly balanced by the combined effect of convective heating as well as the heating due to large-scale precipitation. This effect is also seen in the moisture tendencies during the convective phase (Figure 7c ). The convective heating tendencies (Figure 7f ) show large spread around 600-500 hPa possibly due to uncertainties in the representation of mass fluxes in the models at these levels ( Figure 9 ). There are large contributions to heating and moistening balanced by drying in the active phase (Figure 7f ). Figure 8 shows the total physics tendencies of moisture and heating for the three phases. This figure highlights the large spread in the contributing tendency terms across models although the multimodel mean has a reasonable correspondence with the ERA YoTC data. Large disagreements are seen at midlevels for the transition phase (blue lines).
Observational evidence [e.g., Kikuchi and Takayabu, 2004] suggests the presence of shallow cumuli confined in the trade inversion layer during the transition phases. During this phase, a mix of shallow cumuli, cumulus congestus, and some deep clouds drive the deepening of a moist layer. In the ERA YoTC data there is indication of convection with a midheavy heat and moisture tendency profile (blue dotted line in Figures 7b and  7e ) but less so in the models. This is also true for the convective phase where there is a greater mismatch between multimodel mean tendency due to convection schemes and the corresponding ERA YoTC tendencies at midlevels. The total convective mass flux profiles (Figures 9a and 9b ) also highlight these intermodel differences in all three phases, especially in representing the mass flux at midlevels. Mitovski et al. [2010] show that the models and reanalyses do not fully represent the features of midlevel congestus well. The differences in midlevel convective tendencies seen here also highlight this common bias in the models.
The radiative cooling at upper levels during the suppressed period (red lines in Figure 7d ) is generally weaker in the models compared to the ERA YoTC tendencies. A weaker radiative cooling during the suppressed phase would mean an underestimation of the destabilizing effects due to radiative feedback and thus weaker convection in the subsequent phases. This may be a contributing factor to the weaker convective heating and moistening during the transition and convective phases (Figures 7b, 7e, 7c, and 7f ) . During the convective phase the temperature tendencies due to nonradiative physics nearly compensates the dynamics with a relatively smaller contribution from radiation (Figure 7f ). Cooling due to large-scale ascent, evaporation of rain and melting of ice (as seen from the BL + MP + D term, given that BL and diffusion terms are nearly zero at midlevels) have opposing effects on the convective heating (Figure 7f ) below 600 hPa. Above this level there is increased contribution (compared to other phases) from the microphysics terms such as stratiform heating and freezing (Figure 7f ). Figure 10a shows the behavior of radiative heating separately for the convective phase. It shows that models have similar profiles up to around 600 hPa above which models have large spread and hardly agree on the sign. Breaking down into the longwave and shortwave components (Figures 10b and 10c) shows lesser spread for the shortwave heating compared to the longwave heating.
The importance of radiative heating associated with water vapor and clouds on the global climate system cannot be overstated. Feedbacks associated with clouds remain the largest source of uncertainty in climate models [Stocker et al., 2013] . For realistic representation of tropical circulation and cloud feedbacks, it is critical that the models produce cloud and radiative heating rate profiles with realistic horizontal, vertical, and diurnal variability [McFarlane et al., 2007] . The column energy budget and the distribution of radiative heating within Figure 10 . The 12-36-hourly average profiles of heating tendency due to (a) total radiation (dT∕dt rad ) and the contribution from (b) longwave and (c) shortwave radiation tendencies during convective phase. The dashed black line is the multimodel mean and the continuous black line is the YoTC data. Only the total tendency is available in the ERA YoTC data set and is plotted in Figure 10a) . the column depend on total cloud amount, optical properties of cloud layers, and the vertical distribution of clouds [Stephens and Webster, 1981] . Clear-sky radiative heating tendencies (not shown) show a high level of consistency between models confirming the key role of cloud distribution and properties in contributing to the uncertainties in radiative heating. Total cloud fraction, cloud liquid, and cloud ice (available from 7 models) are shown in Figure 11 for the convective phase. All models represent the increase of cloud fraction above the freezing level during the convective phase. Nearly half of the models have a bimodal vertical cloud fraction profile with peaks above freezing level as well as in the BL. High cloud layers occur frequently from 200 to 100 hPa in most models (Figure 11a ). Most notable though is that the spread between the model cloud fractions are large, for example, at around 500 hPa, where the cloud fraction ranges between 20 and 80% for different models. When this is combined with uncertainties in the cloud water at lower and midlevels ( Figure 11b ) and cloud ice at upper levels (Figure 11c) , it introduces large spread in the radiative heating. In addition, it may be possible that the uncertainties in temperature and RH profiles at upper levels (Figures 6a  and 6c ) also contribute to the spread in radiative heating profiles. Figure 2 highlighted that some models (e.g., MetUM-GA3) have strong intermittency of rainfall variying from heavy to light rain when going from one time step to the next. To analyze this further, Figure 12a shows the root-mean-squared (RMS) difference between consecutive time steps of rainfall averaged over the region 75
Time Step Intermittency
• N for each of the 22 forecasts during MJO case E. Area averaging is done to extract the spatially coherent time step behavior and to reduce spatial inconsistencies resulting from different model grid resolutions (RMS differences computed at every grid point and then area averaging shows similar behavior and hence are not shown here). For some models (e.g., MetUM-GA3 and GISS-E2), the variations of rainfall between time steps are as much as half of the total 12-36 h rainfall (Figure 3a ) in the convective phase of the MJO, even after area averaging over a reasonably large region. In MetUM-GA3 (which has a time step of 12 min), there is indication of "on and off" behavior of convection scheme between time steps. This measure of time step intermittency is the largest during the convective phase for all models.
Figures 12b and 12c examine this in a bit more detail by attempting to link the time step changes in rainfall to the large-scale dynamics. Two models with contrasting time step variations (MetUM-GA3 for large time step intermittency and MIROC5 with little variations between time steps) are chosen. Figures 12b and 12c show the spatial pattern correlation values of rainfall and at every model level over a sufficiently large convecting region 50-90 • E, 10
• S-10 • N. This diagnostic is done for the forecast initialized on 3 November 2009 (a convectively active period for the region). For MetUM-GA3 there is a significant negative correlation throughout the troposphere at the beginning of the forecasts (up to about 6 h lead time) suggesting that the spatial patterns of convection and are reasonably related to each other. It may be noticeable from Figure 2 that MetUM-GA3 has relatively less time step intermittency in the first few hours. This initial time window (0-6 h) is when the large-scale dynamics and convection have the strongest influence from the observation, and the stronger correlation seen at the beginning of the forecasts may be a manifestation of the observational constraints due to initialization. In about 6 h this relation weakens and there is no significant correlation between convection and dynamics further into the forecasts. The MIROC5 model, on the contrary, shows strong correlation throughout the troposphere during the entire forecast span.
This is an indication that models behave quite differently in their links between deep convection the large-scale dynamics at the time step level. For MetUM-GA3 this link is weak, often with precipitation at any one time step unrelated to the large-scale dynamics. From this short preliminary analysis it is unclear whether the time step intermittency seen in some models has any significant effect on their diabatic tendencies averaged over several time steps. Time step intermittency and the convection-dynamics relationship is nevertheless an important question that requires more focused studies.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents results from one of the three components of a GASS-YoTC project on the vertical structure and diabatic processes of the MJO. This component evaluates the diabatic processes and growth of model errors at lead times when the model dynamics is constrained by observations. The results included in the paper and data available online are designed to provide a benchmark case for the model development communities focused on improving representation of tropical convection and the MJO. Thermodynamic tendencies and diabatic processes from participating models have been captured with the highest temporal and spatial resolution of any GASS global modeling project.
Twelve models have participated in this experiment and each has simulated daily 48 h hindcasts during two strong MJO cases from 20 October 2009 to 10 November 2009 and from 20 December 2009 to 10 January 2010. All models (except CanCM4 and PNNL-WRF; see section 2) were initialized with the ERA YoTC analysis, run at their native resolution and provided diagnostics from every time step and every grid point for a key region of the tropics (60
The modeling framework used here (short lead time hindcasts) aims to constrain the large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics to be as close to observed as possible to evaluate the early stages of error growth in the model and differences in model physics tendencies in a dynamically constrained system. The ERA YoTC analysis is chosen as the best possible constraint on the system, although we must acknowledge the influence of the IFS model in this product. Evaluation of results showed that, as was seen in Willett et al. [2008] , a 12-36 h lead time was the best balance for remaining constrained by the analysis but avoiding initial spin-up issues from using a nonnative analysis. It was also shown that the growth of dynamic and thermodynamic biases was not dependent on the local MJO state. It is, however, acknowledged that the initial model drift can be quite regionally structured, and hence, some of the lessons learned in this analysis may not be completely representative of other convecting zones.
Evaluation of the thermodynamic properties in the of the models showed a fairly large spread in the upper tropospheric temperature biases (±2 K) as well as midlevel humidity biases (±1 g kg −1 ), although the multimodel mean showed little systematic bias. In terms of the large-scale dynamics, the vertical velocities for suppressed, transition, and active phases of the MJO were nicely constrained and different from each other at a 12-36 h lead time. Analysis of longer lead time data from the 20 day hindcast component of this experiment showed that this was not true by 7 or 12 days lead time where there was little separation between the phases.
Detailed analysis of the diabatic heating and moisture tendencies highlighted that there remain large differences in the response of physical parametrizations in different models even when the dynamics is relatively well constrained. Results from the companion paper [Klingaman et al., 2015a] suggest little variation in the heating and moistening profiles with lead time which means that these large differences are likely to persist through many days. One particular feature of the diabatic processes that stood out was the large intermodel differences and differences from the ERA YoTC moisture tendencies at lower and midlevels (Figure 8a ) during the transition phase. Reducing these uncertainties and biases in midlevel moistening may be a key to improving MJO simulation in models across time scales. This relationship between diabatic moistening and the MJO fidelity in the 20 day forecasts and the climate simulations is highlighted in the synthesis paper [Klingaman et al., 2015b] . Unlike in these experiments, skill of 2 day hindcasts at 12-36 h is generally high for all models and a clear separation of model performance based on such a metric computed over a limited range of start dates and cases proves to be difficult [see Klingaman et al., 2015b, section 3] .
Radiative heating during the convective phase, which, although not the largest diabatic term, had by far the largest relative spread across models. Indeed, models could not agree on the sign of the total radiative heating at many heights. This was linked to a wide spread in cloud fraction as well as liquid and ice contents in the clouds and was most notable during the most active phase of the MJO. This highlights that the representation of clouds and radiation in global models remains poor and still needs a strong focus from the model develop community, particularly those developing convection schemes which are perhaps most strongly influencing the cloud water and fraction in such a convective region.
Another model feature highlighted by this work, and worthy of further study, is the strong intermittency in rainfall from one time step to another seen in some models but not in other models. Results here show clearly that some models link precipitation at the time step much more closely to large-scale dynamics than others. While truth is hard to come by for such an issue the signal is strong and this project has a wealth of model data available to consider this issue further.
The purpose of this paper has been to provide a basic reference and summary of the 2 day hindcast component of the GASS-YoTC project on the vertical structure and diabatic processes of the MJO. It has merely scratched the surface of a vast resource which is available to the model development community. This resource should be a very valuable tool in evaluating their modeling systems with a level of detail which can allow them to understand and improve the behavior of their physical parametrization schemes. Quality-controlled model data from all three experiments are archived at Earth System Grid (https:// earthsystemcog.org/projects/gass-yotc-mip/) and are available for download.
